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A Local Law to amend the administrative code of the City of New York, in relation to rescinding a waiver to
the right to file a claim under the human rights law.

Be it enacted by the Council as follows:

Section 1. Chapter five of title eight of the administrative code of the city of New York, is amended by

adding a new section 8-503 to read as follows:

8-503. Waiver of claims under this title. a. An employee may not waive any right or claim under this

title unless the waiver is knowing and voluntary.  A waiver may not be considered as knowing and voluntary

unless (i) the waiver is part of an agreement between the individual and the employer that is written in a manner

calculated to be understood by such individual, or by the average individual eligible to participate; (ii) the

waiver specifically refers to rights or claims arising under this title; (iii) the individual does not waive rights or

claims that may arise after the date the waiver is executed; (iv) the individual waives rights or claims only in

exchange for consideration in addition to anything of value to which the individual already is entitled; (v) the

individual is advised in writing to consult with an attorney prior to executing the agreement; (vi)(a) the

individual is given a period of at least 21 days within which to consider the agreement; or (b) if a waiver is

requested in connection with an exit incentive or other employment termination program offered to a group or

class of employees, the individual is given a period of at least 45 days within which to consider the agreement;

(vii) the agreement provides that for a period of at least 7 days following the execution of such agreement, the

individual may revoke the agreement, and the agreement shall not become effective or enforceable until the
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revocation period has expired; (viii) if a waiver is requested in connection with an exit incentive or other

employment termination program offered to a group or class of employees, the employer (at the

commencement of the period specified in paragraph (vi)) informs the individual in writing in a manner

calculated to be understood by the average individual eligible to participate, as to (a) any class, unit, or group of

individuals covered by such program, any eligibility factors for such program, and any time limits applicable to

such program; and (b) the job titles and ages of all individuals eligible or selected for the program, and the ages

of all individuals in the same job classification or organizational unit who are not eligible or selected for the

program.

b. In any dispute that may arise over whether any of the requirements, conditions, and circumstances set

forth in paragraphs (i) through (viii) of subdivision a have been met, the party asserting the validity of a waiver

shall have the burden of proving in a court of competent jurisdiction that a waiver was knowing and voluntary

pursuant to subdivision a.

§2. This local law shall take effect one hundred and twenty days after enactment into law.

----
JEB
LS #2933
7/25/12
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